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SECTION . A

Very short answer questions. Answer all questions. Each question carries '1 mark

1 What do you mean by coherent sources?

2 Mention any two applications of Michelson's interferomeier.

3 \ irite down any tuvo dissimilarities between a convex lens and a zone pjate

4 Write down the expression for tlie resolving power of a grating anci explain the
symbols

5 Staie Malu's La\/.

6 What do you mean by Quarter wave plate.

7 Write down Cauchy's dispersion formula and explain the symbols.

@ wt rt is meant by graded index fibr6?

c Wnat is meant by populatron inversion

'C What is meant by do you mean by spontaneous emission of radiation?

(10x1=10Marks)
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SECTION - B

Short answer type questrons. Answer any eight questions. Each question carrres
2 ma(ks

1 1 State principle of superpositlon of lighl. if ). 14 is the path drfference between two
light waves, what is the corresponding phase difference?

12 What are fringes of equal thickness? Grve an exan]ple for it.

13. Explain the testing of optical flatness of a glass plate using inierference.

14 What is meant by zone plate?

15 What is rneant by Fraunhofer diffraction?

16. Draw the intensity distnbution curve due to diffraction at a straight edge.

1i What is meant by polarizing angle? Give lts relation with refractive index.

1a What are negative and positive crystals?

13. Uvhat is mea t by piane polarized liqht?

20 WIrat rs meani 5y anomalous drspersion?

(! Wnajt rs meant by optical flbre sensors? Grve one applcation.

22 Give any four characteristics of laser beam.

(8x2=16Marks)

SECTION * C

Short essay type questions. Answer any six questions. Each question carries
4 marks

23 With a neat diagram derive the cosine law for the inte.ference in thin films

24 Whal do you mean by Haidinger s fringes? ln a Mrchelson s interferorneter rt rs
found that 200 fringes crosses the field of view when the movable minor is
displaced through 0.049 mm. Calculate the wavelength of light used.
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2s Discuss the Fresnel diffraction at a circular aperture.

20 A monochromatrc lighi of waveiength 500C A0 from a distant source falls on a slil
of 0.5 mm wide. \A/hat is the distance between the first two dark bands on either
side of the central bright band on a screen placed at 2 m from the slit?

27 Explain the production of circularly pclarized light from on polarized light.

28. When sun light is incident on water surface at a glancing angle of 37', the
reflected light is found to be completely plane poiarized, Determine the refractive
index of water and angle of refraction.

29 Explain Wood's experirnent on dispersion.

30. Derive an expression for the numericai aperture of a.step index fibre.

31 Exptain spatiai coherence and temporal coherence

(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION - D

Long essay type questions. Answer any two questions. Each question carnes
15 narks

32 Explain the forrnation of Newlon's rings in reflected system. With the help of a
diagram deduce an expression for the radius of nrh dark ring and the waveiength

33

34

35

of the light.

Discuss the Fraunhofer ditfraction at a double slit and drarry ihe intensity pattern.

Explain the analysis of plane, circularly and elliptically po!arized lights.

Explain the three types of transitions of atoms between two energy levels
Explain Einstein coefticients related with atomic transitions mid derive an
expression for the ratio of the number of spontaneous emissions to stimulatecj
emissions.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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